Case Study: GP Strategies
Tames Access Controls, SoD Risks, and
Compliance Demands with Fastpath
Situation
GP Strategies Corporation is a global performance improvement provider
of sales and technical training, e-learning, management consulting, and
engineering services. It is a $500M (USD) company with locations in 27
countries.
As with many companies implementing Oracle’s ERP Cloud solution, GP
Strategies received a recommendation from their system integrator to
use the Oracle seeded job roles. The integrator told them the seeded
roles “worked fine” and provided the best ability to manage day-to-day
business operations.
Following this advice, GP Strategies went live on Oracle ERP Cloud utilizing
the seeded job roles provided by Oracle. Shortly thereafter, however, the
problems that often accompany seeded job roles became apparent.
Seeded job roles are fraught with segregation of duties (SoD) conflict
challenges. Additionally, the seeded job roles allow extensive sensitive
access to individuals who do not require it. This also increases risk, so GP
Strategies decided to customize job roles.
Finding a Solution that is SOX Compliant
As a publicly traded company, GP Strategies must adhere to the SarbanesOxley (SOX) compliance requirements. This means both management
and an external auditor report on the adequacy of the company’s internal
control over financial reporting.
For many publicly traded companies, SOX imposes heavy regulatory and
financial costs as well as compliance burdens. Documenting and testing
financial controls, both manual and automated, take significant effort
and often are the most expensive piece of SOX compliance.

Analysis in Brief
Company Profile
GP Strategies Corporation
is a global performance
improvement provider of sales
and technical training, e-learning,
management consulting,
and engineering services.
Business Situation
The seeded job roles provided
by Oracle presented SoD conflict
and access issues, increasing
risk. To help meet stringent SOX
requirements and reduce the
internal compliance burden,
GP Strategies needed an audit
and compliance solution.
Solution
GP Strategies chose:
• Fastpath for audit and
compliance requirements, as
well as greater visibility into
SoD conflicts and reduced
time-to-issue identification
and remediation.
• ERP Risk Advisors for help
with understanding which
privileges in Oracle ERP
Cloud are associated to each
side of a SoD conflict and
their ERP Armor product.
• ERP Risk Advisors for a
requirements analysis
and supervising the role
customization process.
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To help meet SOX requirements and reduce the internal compliance
burden, GP Strategies looked for an audit and compliance solution that
would integrate well with Oracle Cloud. The path forward also needed
to provide detailed audit reporting, SoD visibility, and sensitive access
analysis without increasing overhead and support costs.
Since there is no easy process within Oracle ERP Cloud to review job roles
for SoD intra-role conflicts or across-role conflicts (this currently requires
many reports and hours of research to review one job role) GP Strategies
also needed a tool that would help review the new custom roles quickly
and easily.

Solution

Easier Management and Clearer Identification of Conflicts — At an
Affordable Price
After some initial research, GP Strategies observed that most products
(including Oracle’s Risk Management module) were cost prohibitive.
Fastpath proved to be the only cost-effective solution that met their
strict compliance requirements. Not only was it within their budget
and easy to manage from a functional perspective, but Fastpath also
provided greater visibility into SoD conflicts and reduced time-toissue identification and remediation. Further, it allowed for additional
functionality other products did not offer (Audit Trail, Identity Manager,
Access Certifications).

Analysis in Brief
Fastpath Assure Modules
• Audit Trail
• Segregation of Duties (SoD)
Benefits
• Visibility into SoD conflicts
was improved; and timeto-issue identification and
remediation was reduced
•

Able to prioritize SoD rules
by risk and process Role
and Conflict Reviews by
user, ensuring roles are
provisioned correctly and
mitigations are addressed

As with most Audit/SoD tools, Fastpath does not provide content needed
to test access control risks. The content must be defined by the client
or an external consulting firm, and the client must know the content
that is required. To understand which privileges in Oracle ERP Cloud
are associated to each side of a segregation of duties conflict can be
extremely difficult and time consuming to research. GP Strategies looked
to ERP Risk Advisors for this requirement.
ERP Risk Advisors provided GP Strategies its ERP Armor solution. The
heart of ERP Armor is the design of your ERP Risk solution that blends
a proven ERP Risk Architecture and ERP Risk content developed over 20
years. ERP Armor is software agnostic and provides for a support model
of quarterly and annual updates. This approach provides GP Strategies
with continuous updates to the content to keep current with the risk
introduced by Oracle on a quarterly basis.
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GP Strategies also engaged ERP Risk Advisors to perform a requirements analysis and supervise the role
customization process. ERP Risk Advisors provided an in-depth evaluation of the roles required as well as the
change management process associated with customizing roles. It was determined that 65+ custom roles would
be required. An extensive analysis of SoD conflicts would be required during the role design process.

Results

Data Integrity and Simplified Reporting.
The greatest benefit of implementing Fastpath is GP Strategies’ new-found confidence in the quality of data
produced. With the content provided by ERP Armor, they were able to review each new custom job role for SoD
conflicts as the design development was in process. This enabled the design team to make updates quickly and
the project to move along smoothly.
Once the custom job role design was completed and the pilot was in place, Fastpath was able to provide acrossrole conflict analysis. This allowed for control mitigations to be put in place where needed and for additional role
design or remediation to be done. GP Strategies is now able to prioritize more than 150 SoD rules by risk, running
the highest risk rules on a monthly basis. They are also able to process Role Reviews and Conflict Reviews by user
on a quarterly basis to ensure job roles are provisioned correctly, and the mitigations are processed as needed.

About GP Strategies
GP Strategies Corporation (NYSE: GPX) is a global performance improvement solutions provider of sales and
technical training, digital learning solutions, management consulting and engineering services. GP Strategies’
solutions improve the effectiveness of organizations by delivering innovative and superior training, consulting
and business improvement services, customized to meet the specific needs of its clients. Clients include Fortune
500 companies, manufacturing, process and energy industries, and other commercial and government customers.
Additional information may be found at www.gpstrategies.com.

About ERP Risk Advisors
ERP Risk Advisors is a leading provider of Risk Advisory services for organizations using Oracle Applications. They
provide consulting and training services related to compliance, security, risk management, and controls, and assist
organizations in implementing GRC-related software from industry-leading companies. www.erpra.net

About Fastpath
At Fastpath, our mission is to deliver software solutions that seamlessly empower our clients to take control of their
security, compliance and risk management initiatives.
If you are spending countless hours preparing for your audits, struggling to comply with legislative requirements
like Sarbanes Oxley (SOX), HIPAA, FDA, or just need help reviewing who has access to what within your ERP, Fastpath
can help. Fastpath’ s suite of tools can help your company with risk analysis, access certification, role management,
compliant user provisioning, emergency access management, and continuous monitoring.
Our tools work across many platforms including SAP, Oracle EBS, Oracle Cloud, Microsoft Dynamics (365, AX, GP,
NAV, SL and CRM), NetSuite, Sage Intacct, Workday, Workiva, SailPoint, JD Edwards, PeopleSoft, Salesforce, SailPoint,
ServiceNow, Coupa and Acumatica. www.gofastpath.com

Contact us to learn more about our solutions or to request a customized product demonstration.
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